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Furniture for the Curious Diva

There’s more than meets 
the eye. 

Go beyond Diva’s 
striking wooden exterior 
and discover a host 
of ingenious design 
elements, each cleverly 
concealed within the solid 
timber build and die cast 
aluminium features.
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01 Power / Data - In Leg 
  Optional power/data leg 

connects power and data 
from floor to Seamless. 
Module Neutrik connectors 
at top and bottom of leg 
allows for plug-in power. 
Power Lead housed in 
flexible conduit minimises 
data interference.

02 Plywood Undercarriage 
  Overlapping panels conceal 

power leads/boxes. 
Additional cable 
management clips 
available.

 

03 Power / Data  
- Seamless Module 
2x / 4x / 8x GPO  
USB Power 200mm  
Data Provision

Eye-catching aesthetics 
are only part of Diva’s 
story. Smart ‘powered 
legs’ seamlessly run wires 
up from the floor, while
a hidden under-carriage 
conceals power leads. 
 
As for those ‘high heels’? 
They house power sockets 
– and ensure the striking 
Diva lives up to its name.
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Furniture for the Curious Diva 1.1

Exceptionally stylish; 
reassuringly practical. 
 
Introducing Diva 1.1 – 
the younger sister of the 
beloved Diva. Showcasing 
the same striking wooden 
exterior, and featuring a 
cleaner, more streamlined 
design, Diva 1.1 offers a 
more cost-effective and 
flexible solution for the 
modern workplace.
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With ingenious cable 
reticulation concealed 
within solid timber legs, 
and the option to supply 
power via our Seamless 
Power Modules, there’s 
more to Diva 1.1 than 
meets the eye. 
 
Commanding attention 
yet yielding to workplace 
practicalities, Diva 1.1 
still blends style and 
substance with ease, 
offering a range of finishes 
and configurations to suit 
any office space.
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01 Simplified foot profile

02 Diva 1.1 allows for power 
and data cables to be 
run through the legs, to a 
centrally located Seamless 
powerbox

03 The die cast Leg to Rail 
Connectors feature our 
patented rail connector 
design which eliminates 
exposed screws
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Meeting Table 01 Diva 1.1 is available at three 
heights and is able to span 
up to 4000mm in length 
with just 4 legs.
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